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Are you also wondering what is a QR code or how do QR codes work?
For every technological advancement introduced to society, the struggles of understanding its uses and basic
concepts are rst to occur, right?
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How can people be able to know how a thing works? Just like the introduction of QR codes in the new normal
society, you may be thinking, how do these QR codes actually works?

What is a QR code and how does it work?

Before we jump into the basic works of a QR code, we must rst learn the basic concepts of a QR code.
A ‘Quick Response Code’ also known as QR code is a two-dimensional type of barcode that Denso Wave
develops, a Japanese barcode developer, in 1994.
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QR codes are scan-able using smartphones devices, which are natively developed to scan/detect QR codes.
These codes are generated using an online QR code generator that displays an online information to the
scanner when scanned.

Today, QR codes are generally used in advertising, business, health care, and education.
However, business sectors, especially in the advertising and operations, most widely use QR
codes.
You can nd QR codes in brochures, yers, posters, billboards, items and products, business
cards, and even online websites such as social media and shopping sites.
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There are two types of QR codes: the Static QR code and Dynamic QR code.

Brief History of QR codes

The use of technology alleviates people’s e orts in
labour. Just like the creation of QR codes, it holds a
speci c job to alleviate. In the early 1960s, the
economy of Japan entered high economic growth.
During this period, supermarkets and convenience stores
thrive and are selling a wide range of commodities
ranging from food to clothing.
To keep up with the demand for checkout counters,
the use of cash registers was implemented. Due to
manual inputting in checkout and sales, cashiers on
the checkout counters experience numbness on their
wrists and developed carpal tunnel syndrome.

As a solution to the problem, the Point on sales (POS) system was developed and incorporated the use of barcodes.
In the long run, developers noticed the problem barcodes hold. The limit of 20 alphanumeric characters was not enough in
holding a product’s information and the position of how a barcode is scanned leads to scan failures.
Denso Wave stepped in and devised a new type of barcode that could hold more information and can be scanned in any
scanner orientation.
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Thus, the rise of QR codes promulgated in 1994 and has made history up to today.

Two types of QR codes: Static and Dynamic

Static QR code

Static QR codes are QR codes that are free and permanent.
This type of QR code is not modi able and therefore cannot change the data stored in the QR code.
Its uses include linking email addresses, URLs, texts, WIFI passwords, social media links such as Facebook,
Instagram, YouTube, and Pinterest. Static QR codes hold three following features:
It is a one-time purpose QR code.

•

The data that can be stored is limited.

•

If you use more information in generating a static QR code, the tendency of compromising the quality of
the QR code is high.

•

It is free to use
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Dynamic QR codes
Dynamic QR codes are QR codes that are modi able in content and can store more data even after you printed it into the
paper.
This type of QR code enables more access to real-time scans monitoring, locations of scans made.
Dynamic QR codes have the following features:

• It is a multifunctional QR code for it allows multi-URL directories.
• Editable and enables you to create/remove URLs.
• It uses a short dynamic URL in storing data online.
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• It requires an active subscription

Types of QR codes and how do they work?
Here are some uses of QR codes and how it processes;
1. The URL QR codes
The generic and known usage for QR codes is for link directories.
This use enables the user to scan the QR code using a QR code scanner app in the play store/app store or the
built-in feature of their camera in their smartphone.
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Uses of QR codes are for websites, papers such as brochures, yers, and catalogs; business cards, education,
and store windows.

2. QR codes for video e.g. Youtube video, Google drive video
You can use these QR codes in sending links of videos from Youtube, and Google Drive to your family, friends,
classmates, and coworkers.
This way, by scanning and viewing without any hassle, you can automatically replace the burden of manually
typing the video’s title.
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Video QR codes are useful to educators, in uencers, business marketers, and students who are searching for
videos that can be used in their skill enrichment and share it with their peers

3. QR codes for Social Media
With the rise of the game of social media domination, QR codes are a helpful tool in raking more followers and
subscribers. The social media QR codes comprise Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest.
By generating your social media QR code, people won’t have a hard time inputting your social media username
in the search navigator of the social media sites.

Here is how a social media QR code works:
A social media QR code works by scanning the QR code in the QR code scanner app or built-in QR code
camera in your smartphone and automatically directs the person who scans it towards the pro le of the owner
of the QR code.
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In this way, you can lessen the struggle of scrolling through numerous pro les displays and automatically follow
view, and interact with the content posted and shared by the owner of the social media QR code.

4. QR codes for Email
QR codes for business associates with Emails. With 293.6 billion emails that are sent and received daily in 2019,
it is evident that the email ecosystem is ourishing and thriving.
The convenience of Email QR codes comes in handy by embedding your email address in generating your QR
code.
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By this means, you can easily let users scan your email QR code without letting them type your email address.

How do payment QR codes work?
Cashless transactions through payment QR codes are widely adapted in Eastern countries.
This type of QR code promotes contactless interaction between the buyer and the seller.
With the prevailing COVID-19 pandemic, this payment method is suitable in practicing social distancing and
following community health protocols.
Here are 3 ways how payment QR codes work:

1. Smartphone scanning the recipient’s QR code.
Upon scanning the QR code, make sure that your smartphone supports the type of payment bill you are
scanning.
In this way, QR codes found in bills, transportation, and checkout counters can be easily scanned without any
hassle.

2. Retailer scanning a QR code on your phone screen.

This process is widely seen in movies and promotional videos of stores that use cashless payments using QR
codes.
This process works when the amount of purchased items is identi ed at the checkout counters POS system.
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After the total amount is identi ed, the retailer will prompt you to open the app that associates with the
transaction and create a QR code that they can scan and transfer funds with.

3. App-to-app payments.
By using app-to-app payments, funds stacked in a certain app will only be transferred using the same app.
A great example of app-to-app transfer of funds and payment is PayPal, Apple and Google pay.
App-to-app payments work when both you and the recipient open the same payment app and transfer funds
through inputting the amount of money you need to make payment with and generate a QR code that
corresponds to the data of the amount contained.
After the code was generated, the recipient then scans the QR code and the app will notify the succession of
the transfer.

FAQs
Are QR codes free to use?
YES and NO. The type of QR codes that online QR code generators o er are static and dynamic QR codes.
The free QR codes are called static QR codes and it only o ers a one-time QR code generation.
Once the information or data is generated into a static QR code, the information is permanent and irreplaceable.
The QR codes that are not free are called dynamic QR codes.
This type of QR code stores data that are exible, interchangeable, and multi-functional.
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This o ers additional features such as real-time scan counts, demographic pro ling such as the address of the
scans made, and type of device used; and timeline of scans made.

Here is a step-to-step guide in generating a QR code.
• Open a QR code generator with a logo like QRTiger.
• Select the category you want to generate and follow the prompt of the chosen
category.

• Generate your QR code by choosing what type of QR code you want to generate
( static or dynamic QR code)

• Customize your QR code by choosing a set of patterns, eyes, colors, and add a logo
and tag for better recognition by users.

• Test and download your QR code in print quality.
• Deploy your QR code in the paper and digital platforms.

Is there a way that you can damage your QR codes?
Yes, if you are careless in generating your QR code.
Theoretically, QR codes are more secure than the traditional barcodes as the damage that a QR code
can control is up to 30% or as long as the key points of the QR code is visible and scannable.
To avoid having a damaged or broken QR code, you should follow three important ways:
1. Always check if the URL you are going to generate is the one you want to embed in your QR code.
2. Check if the URL is working and it does not have potential future errors.
3. After generating your QR code, test it, and make sure that it directs you to the link that you have
embedded in your QR code.

You can know if your QR code works when you scan it using various devices such as Android and IOS, and it
easily directs you to the information that you have embedded in your QR code.
If your device doesn’t have a built-in QR code scanner, you can always download a QR code scanner app in
your android or IOS devices.
I have just discovered that modern Smartphones such as iPhone / Android. The Camera App will automatically
detect if a QR code is being photographed and will show the QR code contents in the view nder.
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Here is an example of a Static QR code that I have generated to test that it works. To nd what is contained in
the QR code use your smartphone to scan / photo this QR code and then follow the link to see the result .

